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I;" Introduction' - . . ■ : ■

1. The i"irst training course, conducted by the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa, for manpower planners and training administrators

was held in Dakar, Senegal in 1967 for both English-speaking and French-

speaking African countries. That course was bilingual, but it was found

from the experience gained that future courses should be monolingual.There-

fore* the: second manpower training course was. held in Nairobi, Kenya f,or

English-speaking African countries, July-August 1968. -. ■ . ■

'2,:i':''" Taking*'into consideration the recommendations rendered, and-the evalua

tions made at the end of the above two courses, the' third training bourse

was :early,"'planned from November 1968 for manpower planners and training

administrators in French-speaking African countries, ' The tentative pro

gramme of the course was sent to the ILO, UNESCO, IDEP, OECD, EEC and'the

French Government to get their reactions and comments on it and to ask

their collaboration by offering resource personnel to give lectures, to

participate ,in .the.seminars and to. supervise the research syndicate work

of the participants-

3- ■ Meanwhile, we contacted two French-speaking Affican countries, Tunisia

and Morocco, to ascertain if one of them would be willing to act as host

-country for the course. The'correspondence was through the Resident '

Representatives and copies to the Director of _.thep ECA Sub-regional Office

.in Tangiers. We did not receive any response from either country. So,

on-22 January 1969 we sent a reminder to the Resident Representatives

asking them to ascertain, as.soon as possible, whether the two Governments

would be willing to be the host country. ' These early contacts were made

as. _w.e...know, from our previous experience that the. preparation for the course

and ..operational details, could not .be carried .on before we reach a prelim

inary, agreement, .with, a . suggested host country. Unfortunately, we did not

receive.any response from either country. So, we seized the opportunity

offered by the presence, in Addis Ababa, of Mr. Ali Ben Abdelmoumen,

Director of the ECA Sub-regional Office in North Africa, during the ECA

Ninth Session in February 19^9, and discussed the matter with him.
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Mr. Abdelmoumen suggested the Sub-regional Office in Tangiers as. a Centre

for the Course and offered the services of his secretariat and other host

facilities. In order to save time and as, upto this moment, we did not

have any other choicer we accepted Mr Abdelmoumen's offer, which, was confirmed

by a letter after his return to Tangiers. We started to take all subsequent

steps.

4. The programme was put in its final form and all French-speaking African

Governments were invited" to nominate one or two appropriate participants "

according to specified qualifications and experience. The course was planned

for twelve participants, to be selected from among the nominees of French-

speaking African countries. In our communication to the Governments through

the Resident Representatives, we spelt out the objectives of the course,

shich may be summarized as follows:

"The aim of this course is to provide specialized technical

training, for senior government officials with responsibility for

either manpower, educational planning or training programming,

and co-ordination within the context of overall development

planning." ' * . .

5. We also specified to the Governments the minimum qualification as the

first University degree in specific relevant, fields. Although this was

very clear in our "Aide-Memoire" for the course, very few university graduates

were nominated. Most of the nominees were of a level below the required

standard. This fact made .the procedure of selection very difficult, and more

emphasis was given to experience rather than educational qualifications. ■ A

list of course participants by country, with names, qualifications andtitles

is given as Annex to this report. . .

6. On arrival at Tangiers on June 30th the accommodation arrangements

in the Intercontinental Hotel for participants and staff members was

checked. Seven':paf-ticipants only attendedr.ther-operiing oession, represent

ing the following countries: Dahomey, Mali, Gabon, Niger, Tunisia,

Congo (Brazzaville) and Morocco. '
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7. The Governor of the District of Tangier attended the opening session

on behalf of the Royal' Moroccan Government. Other officials of the

Governorate,-CAFRAD President and staff members and o.ther interested persons

attended" the opening session.

8. The opening address on.behalf of the ECA, thanking the.participants

and mentioning :the objectivesjof the-manpower- training course and.its

value to the economic-development of developing countries, was given. The

Governor welcomed the participants and-offered us a reception at "Chellah

Hotel". The opening session and the course itself were very:well publicised

by the local press, radio" and television.

9. The two participants from UAR and Congo (Kinshasa) arrived on 3 July

1969. The maie participant from Algeria was replaced by another female

participant who arrived at Tangiers 10'days after the opening of the course.

10. , The.Maghrebian Centre, of Industrial Studies in Tripoli, Libya, requested

that one of their technicians might join the course as a participant. His

participation was accepted provided that the Centre would pay his round

trip ticket to and from Tangiers and his subsistence. They agreed, and he :

arrived in Tangiers on the 16 July 1969* The participant from Burundi ;

withdrew and was replaced by a Senegalese who also was not able to join i

because of his late nomination. The participant from Togo was expected ;:

to arrive in Tangiers on 23 July according to a cable received from the

Resident Representative in Togo, but unfortunately he did not arrive and I:

we received a1 cable indicating that he would be unable to be present; we [\

considered this as withdrawal from the course. According to instructions 1:

received from the ECA, we contacted the proper authority in the Moroccan ji

Government in Rabat to nominate a second participant to join the course. jj

The candidate also had subsistence allowance paid out of the course budge-1-.

but the transportation expenses were paid by his Government. The second :

Moroccan participant arrived at Tangiers on 26 July. This completed the ,■

number of participants which totalled twelve, representing ten African ii

countries; eleven of them were supported by the budget of the course and ;'

one by the 'Maghrebian Centre for Industrial Studies1. 'j
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11. The clerical and the secretariat.work was carried out very satis

factorily by the ECA sub-regional staff members and the temporarily recrui

ted typists. The summary of the lectures was typed, processed and distri

buted day v>7 day; the financial business and other administrative affairs

were handled very eiiiciw.-.. uiy ana promptly.

H •■ ■ The Course Programme

12. The course-was organized under three main parts: ' ' ■

Part I : Manpower and Educational Planning

Part II : Training Programming

Part III: Syndicate Research work

13- Part I included introductory lectures on the interrelationship

between manpower and economic development, the role of manpower and educa

tional planning in overall economic development planning; demographic

aspects' of manpower planning and the statistical data required for manpower

and educational planning. ' "

14* A substantial number of hours was devoted to the methodology and

techniques of manpower and educational planning, i.e., the methods of

estimating the sux-'ply and demand for manpower; long-term planning of

education to meet "the needs of trained manpower, projection of active

population, etc,

15- Lectures were provided on the organizational, structural and adminis

trative machinery for reanpcwer planning and the /-system of co-ordination

between different organs concerned with- manpower and educational planning.

16. Par "I; II of the course laid emphasis on the policies and priorities

of training to meet manpower requirements; the assessment of training

needs, techniques and implementation*of training programmes, etc., as well

as the organizational framework for effective training and training co

ordination. Criteria and techniques of evaluating training programmes were

elaborated and presented,j.n_a-very comprehensive manner,
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17 .'■• Th'e-re was a shortaige in: the1 resource personnel for the second part

of the'course because there was no specialized person- in the area of

training policies and training programming for manpower planning. fte

received some working materials from Mr. Robert V.'ilson, International

Training Advisor of the USAID in Washington, D.C. The papers were in .

French and they were used as references by Prof. Khoi and Dr. Hour for

their lectures on training. Mr. Rene Ughetto, ILO Expert in the Ministry .

of-Labour in Rabat gave two lectures and one seminar. Mr. Imani, ,the

Co-Director, also, assisted in this part of the course by offering one

lecture and one seminar. Mr. John Gilmer, the Acting Director of CAFRAD,

participated in a seminar with Dr. Nour. All items in the programme were

covered, but there was a lack of.harmony and co-ordination between various

parts, because of the number of lecturers involved, some of whom had .no.

practical experience in the field of training.

18. Although it.was very well stressed in the "Aide-Memoire" that every

participant.was required1 to prepare and bring with Mm a short account of

the status of manpower planning .and .training in his country and.submit it

on the day of registration at the course, only three participants had their

reports ready at the opening of the course.. It took us much time and

effort to persuade the.others to prepare their country reports.. This, was

on account of the time devoted to library work and for the syndicate

research work.'

19. Seven other participants prepared their country reports, which .were \

typed, processed and distributed to participants for discussion! The , '

participant from Algeria did not submit her written report but she presented i
■■'(•■ • ■ ■ *.

orally some few rfacts about the manpower situation in her, country. Mr.. jj

Andre Kusu, the participant from Congo (Kinshasa) refused, to submit, his

written country report and even refused to present it orally on the ground I

that he had not received authorization from his Government. !j

20. The presentation of country reports was good, in general, and the \i

group discussions were very interesting. It was a wonderful chance for^ )

exchanging information, views and experience with regard to the structure '■*

and functions of the national machinery for manpower planning, the co- :}

ordination between different departaents and ministries which are responsible \
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21t Lectures provided a theoretical framework for the discussions and
.. .. ' * \

participants were encouraged to raise questions and take part in the

discussions which followed the lectures., trying to apply the theoretical

background they had learned to the manpower situations in their own coun

tries. To ensure such full participation, lectures were reinforced by

'"seminars", devoted to the discussion of some of the main points presented

in the lectures. . . ■ , ■ ^_

22. The course programme also included "case studies", of manpower arid

educational planning and training programming in African or other develop

ing countries. These case studies,were a presentation of status of manpower,

i'xs organization and co-ordination within the overall planning. What is

called in the original programme* "applied methodology", is no more than .

case studies,

2'5, ' Discussions yere held.withiProf.- Khoi$rwho-iec:turedjo&;;tlme;trh6dolGgy ,■■■-

and -techniques-'of; manpower planning" ,-. and Mrs-.^Vaagranterwho gave:.le.ctur£sl

on; "educational! planning" the. importance...of., giving^the- par-ticipan±s,some.i-L

exercises in order to get.used to the application of .i;li.e,.methods. and.

. techniques they had be^s/ taugh-t. The-,pqor;statisiical background. 6f most

of. the-par-ticipants^nd-the time availableudid .not permi-t.the;-lecturers-it.q,

give exercises, but^ they, did present some examples. '

24. All .afternoons and Saturdays were devoted to individual readings and

research work.. Arrangements were made with responsible authorities in

CAFRAD for our participants to make use of their library in the afternoons

from. 4-7 pBm; and Saturdays from 9 o'clock in the morning until noon. we

re-??^y appreciated CAFRAD1 s library service; the librarians made/every

effort to meet the needs of. the participants and the 'staff members. Lists

were prepared of bibliographies of books and documents available in the

fields of economic development, manpower, and educational planning and

other related fields. ■ '

25. 'The Syndicate research work started in the-second .week1 of the course.;--

In a staff meeting, including' myself, M. Imani, the Co-Director, Professor

Khoi and Dr. Nour, were suggested different topics d'irected basically at

the-identification of. manpower and human resources problem^ in African
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countries, and the formulation of policies and.strategies to meet these

problems. We agreed.to the selection of three topics for their current

and general importance. The three topics are as follows:

(l) The Demographic Problems and Economic Development in African

Countries; .

i (2) . ,T.he Policy of Educational Orientation to meet "the" Manpower

Needs of Economio and Social Development;

(3) The'Relationship "between Employment Objectives and Economic

Development Objectives.

These topics were discussed extensively with the participants and,got their

unanimous agreement on their vital importance and the potentiality for...

group research work. . ...

The participants were grouped into three sub-groups according to.their

personal choice of research topic. Each group was. directed and.worked under

the supervision of one of the staff members. The first draft of the syndicate

work was presented on the first of August... The group discussion, and the

comments which were made on each of the three research papers were taken,

into account in the final form of the research reports which were presented

again for discussion and comments a week before the end of the course.

Ill- Course Participants and Resource Personnel . ...

26.; , Participants: Twelve nominees from twelve French-speaking African

countries .were selected tc participate in the course. It seems that the

selection of participants)-as. noted before, was not-according to the

conditions stated in the "Alde-Memoire", with regard to academic qualifica

tions and experience;^it was .therefore, necessary to select the best of.

"fc^°?.e. presented by their Governments. A. guest participant .representing..the

Maghrebian Centre for Industrial S.tudj.es joined the course two. weeks after

its opening. Therefore, the. actual participants were twelve, from ten.-,

different African countries as. fo.ll.ows: Algeria,. Congo- (Brazzaville,),.:.

Congo (Kinshasa), Dahomey, Gabon, Mali, Morocco, Niger, UAR, Tunisia.
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They were all financed by the-.United Nations except the representa

tive of" the Maghrebi'an Centre for Industrial Studies.

27. All participants attended the course regularly until its end except

the'Niger participant'who left Tangiers on 31 July after four weeks of

attendance. He presented a cable which he received from' hi's Government

calling him back despite the fact that they knew that the course would

not be terminated until 25 August. We asked him to wait until we had-

contacted the UNDP Resident Representative and the Director of the ECA

Sub-regional Uffice in Niamey to obtain an explanation and to ask about

the real reasons for the withdrawal, but he disregarded our advice and

left without permission. Two hours after his departure, we received a

cable, from'-the ECA Sub-regional Office in Niamey asking us to keep

Mr. Moussa, the Niger participant, for one more week. " ' '

28. 'Apart from this incident all participants showed very good sense of

responsibility, enthusiasm and co-operation. Their participation in the

-class—room discussion, their performances in all aspects of the 'course,

their conduct and social relations with each other and with the staff

members were, in general, very satisfactory.

29. Despite the heterogeneity of the standard of qualifications, back

grounds and experiences, the disoussions were very fruitful and proved

that the courses had been^followed with interest, and-understanding

and ..had been fully assimilated. It is true that there were two or three'

participants who wer.e outstanding and who usually took the lead in the

discussions, but.the others, motivated by their leadership^ tried to

attain and maintain the- standard set by them.

30. - Resource Personnel; The Course Director and Mr. A. lol.ani, the Gourse

Co-Director were on the: course from its very, beginning until its-dosing

day. (Prof. Le Thanh' Khoi, the expert appointed by the ILO-aarrived three

days-after the-course started and stayed until 16 August. Mr. Pier£ '

Vathelet, ■, the- representative of the'European Economic Community:-(EEC), \

arrived four days behind schedule. Mr. Henri Blanpain, from the same

organization, replaced him in the programme for those four days. Both

of them gave..lectures_and_direc±ed_jseminars-on :thei "Demographic Aspects i
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of.,Manpower-npiartningM;.-.-nTlie lectures were very interesting, but

sometimes diverged from the topic. Some missed items were dealt with by

Prof. Khoi and Mr; Imani during the presentation of the "Techniques of

Manpower Planning".

31.- Mrs. G. Vaugrants,. representative of UNESCO, handled the-topic of

"Educational Planning"' very efficiently, giving the theoretical background

and. applying it to practical analytical examples. She stayed two weeks

with us in Tangier. Prof. Khoi's participation in the first part of the

course, covered all the "Teohniques of Manpower Planning"; he assisted in

the second part of the course "Training Programming", supervised one of

the three research groups and attended the weekly staff meetings. His

efforts and team-spirit were greatly appreciated. The area of "Techniques

of Manpower Planning" was not very well covered; it required more details

and greater application to the situation of human resources and available

or non-available' statistical data in African countries. As stalled ^before,-":,'

this was all but impossible due to the low standard of most of the parti

cipants and to the short duration of the training period. In future ■

advanced courses for the former trainees or more qualified personnel, more

attention should be paid to the area of "techniques and methods" which is

the core material of the course.

32. Dr. M. Nour of CAFRAD gave lectures and directed seminars in the

"Introduction", and in the "Training Programming". He was also consultant

to one of the research groups. He was at hand any time we called on him.

His work and his team-spirit were entirely satisfactory. Mr. Imani, the

'Co-Director "called upon'Mr. R.1 Ughetto, the ILO Expert in the Ministry of

Labour in Rabat, Morocco, to treat some of the items in Part II of the

course, "Training Programming". He responded immediately and came to

Tangiers on a pre-assignedday when he gave two lectures and one seminar.

The participants greatly'appreciated his presentation of the items he

treated. - ' "

33. Mr. A. Imani participated in all the three parts of the course, carried

some of the administrative responsibilities. His participation and co

operation were very sincere and his performance made a very significant

contribution to the success of the course.
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34., Mr. Eaba-Mous3&, a staff .member -in the Manpower and Training Section

of the ECA participated in the course .for twenty-one days... He gave four

lectures, participated in some seminars and in supervising a research

group along with Dr. Nour. . ■

35'. All summary lectures wera typed and distributed to the participants

and the staff Members a day"prior to their presentation. The only summary

lecturer; O.issed were those of Mr, Kathelet who promised to send them, '

iV. "lie^

A liot of lectures and staff members appears in Annex II.

36. "We, wade two field trips, one during the first half of, the cource and

th<5 sacor.d .two. weeks .before the end. The first trip was. arranged to visit

the Moroccan Ministry of Planning and Ministry of Labour in ..Rabat, In

■■■■Sha Miniatiy of Planning -the Permanent Secretary gave, a briefing on the

structural- organization of the Ministry and its role in economic plcrnirig

and its co-ordination with other Ministries. . ...

In the Ministry of Labour we were received by"the Chief of the

Llinistor" y Cabinet and one of the senior staff members who covered the

different i^tivitios of the Ministry at its headquarters, the oub-regi^nal

offices £.nd in the vocational training centres- Lunch was offered by

' Mr- Tnani i.n his house in Rabat. 1 - *

. ;-j|". I.n. tb.e afternoon.of the same day, 18 July 1969, a trip to Casablanca

and a vis;it to "Simca Motor Company" were arranged. One of. the Company't;

engineers guided us on a tour of the factory where we observed all the

processes of the assembly-line. At the end of. the. tour a.r.eception v;ac

offered raid .the General Manager of the Company gave a report on the . .

preocnt p^odu^tion programme of the Company, the employment policy,.and

the major problems they were facing. . ■ , .
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38. - The next morning a visit .was. paid .to the .".''National Institute:of ,

Vocational Training".in Casablanca. The .'Director of the Institute provided

briefing on the structure and the capacity, of the Institute of training-

personnel for different technical jobs according to the needs of the labour

•market and the requifemeu is 'of '-private and public ..sectors..

39^ The second field trip was arranged to visit the Department of Labour

in Gibraltar on 8 August 1969- The General Director of ■'the--La:bdur-;Depa'rt-

■ment provided briefing on the structure of his Department and the role and

function,of each.section^ A discussion was opened on the. labour problem

which faced the Government of Gibraltar after the withdrawal .of the Spanish

workers-for political reasons. The General Director presented the :case ■.

and mentioned all the measures which the Government had taken in■ order to.

cope with this trouble.

V. Closing Session '

40. The closing session took place on Tuesday, 19 August 1969 instead

of Saturday, 23 August 19^9 as was planned in the original programme.

Class-room lectures and seminars were arranged for two Saturdays in ,

order to be able to cover all the items in the programme and to comply

with the wish, of the Moroccan Minister of Labour, who presided over the

closing session. Also invited were the Governor of Tangier, CAFRAD

President and staff members and "some other high officials in the City.

Mr. Imani opened the meeting by giving an address in which he pointed '

out the-.ob jectives and the running of the. course. An address was given

on behalf of the ECA, thanking the Minister of Labour for his attendance

and the Moroccan Government for all the1 facilities offered. Appreciation

was .also expressed to all the international and regional organizations

which collaborated with the ECA in the implementation of the course. The

Minister of Labour addressed the meeting by pointing .out the importance of

human resources as a major factor in economic development-planning and the
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vital role of effective training and utilization, of manpower.in Africa as

well .as the role of the International Organizations in this domain through

the technical assistance programmes and the training courses -they offer. .

The Minister distributed the attendance certificates to. the participants.

At the end Mr. A. Gouemc, xhe participant of Congo (Brazzaville) addressed

the group on "behalf of the participants.

VI. Recommenda ti ons ...

41. An evaluation session was held with the participants .(listed in Annex

I) -and most of the staff members; all of them agreed unanimously, that: the

■ course was most successful. Some of them. :had.some remarks and objective

criticisms which thefollowing recommendations may take-care of .for the-.,

benefit of future manpower training courses.

(i) As was stated above, most of the participants did not have the

first university degree. The selection of the participants should

be according to the prerequisites and conditions stated in the

'-' Aide-Memoire. In terms of experience, the selection should be

confined to those who have at least two years of experience in

the Ministries of Planning, Labour, Education or training

authority.

(ii). Selection of participants and all course preparations should .

be made well before the course- starts. . ...

(iii).. The selection of participants and financial resources should be

■ *.. broadened so as to accommodate itwonty participants instead of

twelve and so make more use of the resource personnel and all

other facilities offered to the course. The' element of time

also is very crucial for African: countries in the preparation.

- - and implementation of their development plans and-their need of

manpower planners and training programmers is both obvious and

urgent. ■•■■-. ..-._. . ...

(iv) Instructions to the participants should be very strict with

regard to their arrival on the exact date assigned for the

opening of the course. Those who arrive more than one week

late should not be accepted.
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. ..(jv)-. ECA should make, financial-provision, to enable course participants

:. ■ .■■■■ •• to- carry their course materials and documents, back home in excess

of normal baggage allowance up to a limit of ten kilos.

(vi) EGA.should build, up an.adequate collection of training documents

in both English, and French languages for the use of the training

courses in manpower planning.

(vii) The teaching units which are assignee*to the lecturers in "the

training programme^were very general. They should be more

precise and specific in order to avoid duplications.

(viii) In order.to get more benefit from the manpower ..training course?

; it is suggested .that the Director and three other experts who

. are capable of covering all units of the course and directing

research groups should be in permanent residence with the

participants during the whole course period.

(ix) There should be a weekly staff meeting to keep up with the

organization of the course, to co-ordinate the daily work of

the experts and to suggest proper solutions to current problems

(x) Country reports should be prepared by the participants in their

own countries and be ready for presentation during the first

- week of the-course and so concentrate the rest of the period

on the material objectives of the course.

(xi) Case-studies uere.very interesting and satisfied the practical

needs of the participants for the application of the theoretical

background given in lectures. The more case studies are offered,,

especially those which are concentrated on African, problems,

the more successful the course will be.

(xii) Lectures on techniques and methods in manpower and educational

planning should be supplemented by practical examples and

exercises.

(xiii) It is preferable to distribute summary lectures to the parti

cipants one day at least before the assigned lecture. Also,

points of discussions in the seminars should be assigned to

' . individual participants a day ahead.
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(xiv) The syndicate work constitutes an important part of the manpower

training course, but to get the most "benefit'of the course certain

conditions should exist: ■ "

(a) The research topics should, be discussed and' distributed to

the groups in the second week' of the course.

(b) Selected bibliography ar.d references should be available,at

' the library or the training'centre.

(c) Consultants must be sure that each member in the group has

a share in the research. It may be possible to distribute

different parts of the research among them.

(d) Participants should devote most of their.afternoon time and

Saturdays to the research work, making good use of the

library hours.

(xv) The Manpower and Training Section of the ECA should maintain

continuous contact with ex-participants through:

(a) Newsletter on human resources; ■ .

(b) Evaluating their activities in the area of manpower and

educational planning by means of a periodic questionnairej

(c) Follow up during the visits of the Regional Adviser to

different African countries;

(d) Holding refrer.he?.- ard orientation courses every two years;

(e) Recommending the ex—participants to more advanced courses

organized by the ECA or other International or foreign aid

organi za tions.
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.ANNEX I

... . . LIST OP PARTICIPANTS

Algeria

Miss. Rahima Guedrouaj, Economist, Direction generale du Plan et des etudes

economiques ■ .. . : • .

Mr. Madni Mokrani^, Economist, Fonctionnaire au Centre d'etudes industriel-
les de Tripoli

Congo (Kinshasa)

Mr. Andre" Kusu, IIAP Diploma (Paris )j Secretaire permanent commission

nationale d'orientation • . . .

Dahomey

M. Jean-Marie d1 Almeida, IHEOM Certificate (Paris), Chef.de Servi.ee raain-

d'oeuvre et placement

Mali

M. M. Mamadou Baba Toure, ENA Certificate (Mali), Chef, Section planifi-

cation des ressources humaines

Morocco

Mr. Ahmed Nadifi, Institut national de statistiques et d'economie applique*es,
Chef, Service des etudes statistiques, Ministere du travail

Mr. Brahim Ben Barka, Diploma, etudes et recherches statistiques,

Chef du bureau de la planification des ressources humaines

Niger .

Mr. Mamadou Moussa^, E.E. - CAP, Cours normal de Tanoua - Niger, ^
Directeur de la promotion humaine, Commissariat general de developpement

l/ Sponsored by the Centre for Industrial Studies, Tripoli.

2/ Up to 31 July 1969.
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Congo (Brazzaville)

Mr. Alphonse-Sylvestre Guemo, IIAP Diploma (Paris), Secretaire permanent.
Commission nationale d'orientation

! ■ I

UAR

Mrs. Nawal Yacout, B.Sc. Faculty of Trade'and Business Management, Cairo '
University, Educational Assistant for Business Management, El-Aznar

•■■University, Cairo , . ' . ■ ■-..- .. ' ■ ; . :..

Tunisia

Mr. Ahmed Ayari, Licencie en sciences econoniiques (Allemagne), Licencie
endroit (Prance)^ Chef de-service de l'Office de la formation .

professionnelle et de l'emploi ■ . . • • ■ ;;.

Gabon.

Mr."Marcel Ndimal, IIAP Diploma (Paris), Chefj Division main-d'oeuyre

et placement ■ ; ...
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Name of Lecturer

1. Dr. A. M. Zikry

2. M. A. Imani

3. Prof. Le Thanh Khoi

4-» Dr. M. Nour

5. Mr. Baba-Moussa

6, Mr. Pierre Wathelet

AtfNEX II -

LIST OF LECTURERS

Job Title

Regional Adviser

Organization

UWECA

Director of Planning Ministry of Planning,

and Statistics Morocco

Professor

Research Fellow

Economist

Bxpe rt

7- Mr. Christian Vaugrante Expert

8. Mr. Blanpain Henri Expert

9. Mr. Rene Ughetto UN .Expert to

University of Paris

CAFRAD

Manpower Unit, UIJECA

Commission for the Euro

pean Communities (UEC)

UHESCO Regional Office

GEC

UNDP, Rabat
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■ GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE ORGANIZATION OP THE TRAINING COURSE

r

Preface

.I- Wg wish to thank' staff members of the Manpower and Training Section

of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa and the resoui-ce

personnel for all the assistance they have given to this mission. Ke extend

ourthanks to'the Director of the KCA Sub-regional Office in Tangier and

his staff for all their help. W.e also thank CAFRAE for graciously providing

us with library facilities »-

2, The intention of this-report is to put forward a number of suggestionr.

regarding the organization?and implementation of this training course, in

order to assist in ensuring that future training courses correspond as

closely as possible, to the needs of African countries in the vital a:?e?.

of human , resource., planning..

The Participants

3« In spite of the great care taken in the selection of participants. :J..

became clear that not all were of the necessary standard to derive the

greatest benefit from the course, It is the ability to assimilate the

ideas expressed and, subsequently, to apply them which must be looked fcx

rather than a University background. This can be achieved bys

. —fuller information to the countries on'the aims, purpose and .con+wi. 'j

■ . of the-programme;

— the choice of participants,- which should be carried out by offr.ciaj t

of the Ministries concerned with human resource matters? namely th^

Ministries of Planning, Labour and Education?

— the administrative measures for the nomination and selection of

participants, which should be taken well in advance <-
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4. Furthermore, the late arri-val of some participants is detrimental:.

to the smooth running of the course.. It is therefore recommended that a

maximum period of between one week and ten 'days be allowed for participants

to present themselves at the course centre, and that, once this period

has expired, no application may be accepted.

5. The duration of the course should be shortened by at least tvfo weeks

by improving programming and the working conditions of the participantse

General Organization of the Course

6. It should be noted that this couse, which is intended for French-spea

king students, was designed from an English-speaking point of view. This

is important in that a French-speaking approach, proceeding from general

to specific questions, could not be reflected in the various parts of the

course; it would, for example, have been preferable not to leave till

the second part all the questions relating to training, but to deal with

at the same time as the questions relating to education and the conside

ration of the educational and training systems as a whole (general and

university education, on-the-job and in-service professional training).

In this connexion, I propose in the near future to address a memorandum

to the Manpower Section, detailing the way in which the course could be

designed for French-speaking African countries.

7c It seems wrong that a detailed timetable for the teaching programme

should have been prepared in Addis Ababa when this task should fall to the

Directors of the training course, who are in the best position to know and

respond to the needs of the participants, as the course advances.

The Resources Personnel

8, All the resource personnel made a considerable effort to discharge

their responsibilities to best of their abilities. It was nevertheless

clear that:

(a) The demographic aspects were not dealt with as they should

been? furthermore, they were entrusted to experts of the EEC,

who had.practically no experience of African countries.
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/

(b) The fact that the memorandum sent to resource personnel to1... '

provide them with an outline of the courses they would be ■ .

called upon to give was set out in terms which were too

. general, made it impossible to avoid some duplication in the

courses.

In any event,-it would be advisable to give more precise directives

to the resource personnel, on the content of the course to bei given by

them, on the standard desired and on suitable teaching methods.

(c) The number of resource personnel and lecturers is too large.in

relation to the relatively small number of courses to be given

by each one. of them. This state of affairs was brought about

by the financial necessity of requesting assistance, in the form

of personnel, from certain institutions. Nevertheless, it would

be advisable to tend towards a small number of permanent resource

personnel whose competence and specialized fields would enable

them to handle the various parts of the programmes through a

judicious distribution of workloads. Three or'four permanent

resource personnel, including theorists and practical experts,

could easily cope with the. various courses taught and the other

parts of the programme.

Seminars

9. The number of seminars should be reduced, with an adequate interval

after^the lectures to allow wider and more effective participation by the

students. ■ . . . . .

Country-reports , '

10. In theory, the country reports presented by the participants serve

a very useful purpose;in practice, this usefulness is limited when one

takes into account the manner1in which the reports are prepared, presented

and discussed during the training course. It would be preferable to

replace these reports by accounts which the participants would be invited

to give from the first week of the course onwards. These accounts would
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as far as possible, be prepared by the participants in their own countries.

The aim should be- to present a general and detailed picture of the advantages

and drawbacks of existing systems and the extent of progress in- human re

sources planning in African countries. In fact, it is not so much the

content, but the spirit and manner in which the problems are approached

that can be instructive for participants coming from countries with diffe

rent standards of living. .

In every event, whatever solution is adopted, the time devoted to • fc

country reports should be reduced.

The methods used and the case studies

11• The case studies presented were of great interest to the participants

and contributed effectively to making then), aware of the actual application

of the theoretical background taught. There should be more case studies

taken from the experience of African countries and presented by lecturers

with practical experience. In these studies, more importance should be

attached to the way in which problems are approached and solved rather than

to the results obtained? special attention should be paid to the methods.

Research activities

12. There is. little doubt that research activities constitute one of the

most rewarding and instructive parts of a training course. Although many

improvements are possible and desirable, the following- recommendations are

worth noting: - ■ ' ■ ' '■

(1) The topics should be chosen from those suggested by the directors

from the first week of the course. The maximum number of groups

should be set up? bearing in mind the limitations, in order to

ensure an effective contribution from all participants in the

. . research projects. t

(2) The bibliography must be carefully selected and made available

to students? if works are not available at the course centre, an

effort should be made to obtain them'.


